
mRNA Vaccine Inventor Issues Warning To 
Parents: Do Not Give Children „Unproven 
Vaccines‟ That May Permanently Damage 
Organs, Reproductive System, Immunity…! 
By Alicia Powe – Gasteway Pundit, December 24,  2021 
 

 
 

Matthias Chang Open Challenge to scumbag Khairy and the 
Director-General of Ministry of Health (MOH): 

I dare both of them to issue a public statement to the MSM and 
social media that what Dr. Robert Malone, the Founder of the 
technology – mRNA, has stated is wrong and has no scientific 
basis to issue the  global alert on 24.12.2021 (Christmas Eve)! 

Since both scumbags are hell bent on vaccinating our children, 
supported by samseng doctors from MOH, they should not be 
afraid to state their case with solid evidence. Dr. Malaone dare 
issue a global alert to all parents, and no doctor in the world 
and government agencies such as CDC, FDA. NIAID, NIH etc in 
USA and the European Medicine Agency (EMA) have the guts 
to prove him wrong!       

What we have is voodoo science! 

---------------------------------------------  

The physician who invented the mRNA technology contained in COVID 
vaccines is urging all parents to abstain from vaccinating their children 
with the “irreversible” inoculation that could permanently damage their 
critical organs, reproductive systems and immune systems. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/author/aliciap/


The public is being misled about the vaccine’s efficacy and effects, warns Dr. 
Robert Malone, the Chief Medical and Regulatory Officer for The Unity Project 
who invented messenger mRNA therapeutics in 1988. 

Parents, before you inject your child, a decision that is irreversible, I wanted 
to let you know the scientific facts about this genetic vaccine which is based on 
the mRNA vaccine technology I created,” Malone explained in a video published 
on Tuesday. “ 

The internationally recognized physician and scientist outlines three key issues 
parents should consider before complying with the government coercion to 
vaccinate their children: 

First, is that a viral gene will be injected into your children’s 
cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike 
proteins. This protein can cause permanent damage in 
children‟s critical organs, including their brain and 
nervous system, their heart and blood vessels 
including blood clots, their reproductive system, and 
this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their 
immune system. 

The most alarming part about this is that these damages, 
once they occur are irreparable. You can’t fix lesions 
within their brains. You can’t repair heart tissue scarring. 
You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system. And 
this vaccine could cause reproductive damage that 
could infect future generations of your family. 

The second thing that you need to know about this is the 
fact that this novel technology has not been adequately 
tested. We typically need at least five years of testing 
and research before we can really understand the risks of 
new medicines or vaccines. 

Harms and risks from new medicines often become 
revealed many years later. So ask if yourself if you want 
your own child to be part of the most radical medical 
experiment in human history. 

One final point. The reason they are giving you to 
vaccinate your child is a lie. Your children represent no 

https://unityprojectonline.com/


danger to their parents or grandparents. It‟s actually 
the opposite.  Their immunity after getting COVID is 
critical to save your family if not the world from this 
disease. 

In summary, there is no benefit for your children or your 
family to be vaccinating your children against the small 
risk of this virus given the known health risk of the vaccine 
that is apparent you and your children may have to live with 
for the rest of their lives. The risk benefit for this vaccine 
isn‟t even close for children. 

As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to 
you is to protect your children and do not give them 
this unproven vaccine. 

_______________________________  

70% Of London's COVID Hospitalisations 
Diagnosed AFTER Being Admitted For Other 
Ailments 
By Paul Joseph Watson – Zero Hedge via Summit News, Dec 
24, 2021  
 
70 per cent of London‟s COVID hospitalisations were 
diagnosed after the patient had already been admitted for other 
ailments, it has been revealed. 

The figure is important because a so-called „surge‟ in London 
hospitalisations for COVID is being used as a justification to 
lobby for further lockdown restrictions on the British public. 

However, as Telegraph journalist Allison Pearson reveals, much 
of the panic is being driven by cases being counted as COVID 
despite the patient being admitted for other reasons. 

“Astonishing fact. 70% of London‟s so-called 'COVID 
hospitalizations' are diagnosed several days after admission 
for other ailments,” she tweeted  

“They are NOT COVID patients.”  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/columnists/2021/12/21/cheering-christmas-message-time-humanity-prevail-scientists/


“A positive test 8 days after admission means the hospital 
basically gave the patient COVID.” 

Matthias Chang comments: For those who failed to understand 
the significance of this news from the UK Telegraph newspaper 
because of their screwed up education, what the last two 
sentences assert is that THE BRITS (70%) AS PATIENTS WILL 
GET INFECTED WITH COVID 19 WHEN THEY GET ADMITTED 
FOR SOME OTHER ILLNESS – E.G. DIABETES, HEART 
CONDITIONS ETC.  

THE PATIENTS DID NOT HAVE COVID 19 AT ALL BEFORE 
GOING TO THE HOSPITAL. THEY GOT COVID19 AFTER 
ADMISSION!  

HOSPITALS ARE INFECTIOUS ENVIRONMENTS     

______________________________  

Australia's PM Scott Morrison rules out new 
Covid lockdowns despite rising cases and 
Omicron fears 
By Helen Regan and Hilary Whiteman -  CNN, 21.12.2021 
 
Matthias Chang‟s Comments: 
 
Power addicts Khairy and DG of MOH wants enhanced “powers” to 
intimidate and enslave Malaysians, refusing to learn from their fascist 
errors, even as the Australian PM had to retreat from his hard-core 
stupidity because he knew the people are rebelling and he may very well 
lose the next General Elections! Of course, Khairy has a different agenda!    

_________________________  
 

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison called an emergency National 
Cabinet meeting to discuss the rising infections.  
 

But he said one key message he'll be telling state premiers is a 
return to lockdowns, tight social restrictions and fines for 
violating them is NOT the answer.  
 

"We have got to get past the heavy hand of government and 
we've got to treat Australians as adults,"  
 

https://edition.cnn.com/profiles/helen-regan
https://edition.cnn.com/profiles/hilary-whiteman


Morrison said at a news conference in Queensland Tuesday,  
 
"We have to move from a culture of mandates to a culture of 
responsibility. That's how we live with the virus into the future." 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 


